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 Pretty Simple Planners Our new 2019 Planner is finally here!) This
Beautiful Planner Contains: Premium matte cover style Printed on high
quality 60# interior stock Perfectly sized at 8" x 10" Grab your shaded
pens and washi tape and let's get organized! (Pssst - These also make
wonderful presents for the planners, teachers and plant lovers in your
daily life! The cute every week spreads include space to create your
daily schedule as well as a to-do list.
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My go to planner! I LOVE this planner. There's also a column to include
notes for the month.! I was way incorrect to have any hesitation!Love
it! Plenty of space to create notes! I use them to keep track of grocery
or to perform lists, addresses, etc. Simple cute planner! Ideal Size For
My Scheduling I simply got my 2019 I WANT TO Pencil You In planner and
can't await January 1st to start using it! Perfect for a semi retired
girl Like the month and weekly/daily entries. My first one was the 2018,
and I simply purchased another one for 2019. And the every week pages
provide ample space for appointments and To Do lists. I've been
searching for a planner like this, and I'm therefore thrilled that I
finally discovered it! I picked that one out since it let's you make
notes on one part and compose your meetings on the other side.! I really
like the format and utilize it as my appointment book because it has
plenty of room to write . I also like this it has the full calendar look
at before each month but then follows with the spacious every week
pages. Also like this I isn’t spiral. Good quality cover and paper.
Excellent planner!   It really is big enough to write multiple
appointments/bills/school events/etc. Great planner for the purchase
price! Is a little small than 8 1/2”x11” and for me is a good size. So
colorful as well :) I LOVE IT! This will be my first year by using this
planner but excited to access try it out. Love this agenda! Or, you can
used one side as personal and one part for business. LOL. I only thing I
wish it would do, is open smooth. But I can cope with it! The regular
monthly overview webpages have inspiring quotations, and likewise to the
traditional holidays, it offers fun dates like National Donut Day and
National Taco Day time! Great planner for the price! I was used to a
smaller more compact planner, so I need to admit I was initially unsure
about using this one. Emerged promptly and is perfect. Nice planner This
planner has room to write everything in it. Love! Room to include notes
Simply the way I like to view my month Perfect Planner I really like
that it has the option for both every week and monthly. This is my third
time by using this agenda. It’s simple and a lot bigger than I had
anticipated. I love the design and I’m therefore excited to start using
it!! Have previously wrote in some things for 2019! This agenda is SOOO
cute! Yes Great features. I highly recommend this planner, in fact it is
my official head to now! Super simple. I really like the quotes for each
month. on the real calendar days, and you can find lines for each
individual following a calendar.
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